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For the past six weeks our clients have mutually attempted to reach a settlement of the pending litigation. 
During that time two offers signed by SOLV and my clients have been submitted to the City. Both offers 
were rejected. The second offer signed by SOL V and my clients was based on a counter offer submitted by 
the City which contained the Bridge To The Future Committee as it was contemplated by all parties and as 
it had existed in all prior agreements. 

Throughout the negotiations, the City modified material portions of the proposed agreement, to which my 
clients and SOL V had agreed. On November 17,2009, fier rejecting all ofthose offers in shade meetings, a 
new counter offer was sent by the City. The new counter offer again modified material terms that had 
previously been agreed to by all parties. After careful consideration and after review of all of the material 
changes that the City has made during the course of the negotiations, my clients have come to the 
conclusion that the agreement, as substantially modified by the city in its past two counter offers, is not 
consistent with the parties' continued understandings over the past six weeks. 

It is a fact that at the end of the mediation, the City Manager publicly criticized my clients for failing to 
sign the mediation agreement. That agreement, as disclosed by the City, contained the identical language 
for the Bridge To The Future Committee that the Commission has now rejected. (n addition, that agreement 
contained the requirement that the City pay $30,000 for the committee's funding, which the City rejected in 
previous counter offers (and which SOL V and my clients agreed to fund in part). It now appears that even 
ifmy clients had signed the original agreement, the City would have refused to do so. 

My clients are also cognizant of the fact that even though a number of offers have been made to the City, 
all of which have been rejected, there has not been one public vote by the commission on any of those 
offers. The Commission has rejected two offers jointly signed by the other parties to the litigation and has 
authorized two counter offers to be made, all of which occurred in shade meetings. We believe that these 
actions should have been discussed in public and voted on in public. 

As you know, Section 286.011(8) Florida Statutes provides a limited exception to the Sunshine Law for 
shade meetings at which legal strategy can be discussed. The Florida courts have made it clear, when 
referring to the Sunshine law that: 

"This act simply provides a governmental entity's attorney an opportunity to receive 
necessary direction and information from the government entity. No final decisions on 
litigation matters can be voted on during these private, attorney-client strategy 
meetings. The decision to settle a case, for a certain amount of money, under certain 
conditions is a decision which must be voted upon in a public meeting." School Board 
of Duval County v. Florida Publishing Company. 670 So 2d. 99, 100, citing an excerpt 
from the legislative Staff Analysis ofthe exemption. 

Furthermore, Zorc v. Cit ofVero Beach, 722 So. 2d 891 provides: 

"This act is not an attempt to provide a means for government to meet behind closed doors to accomplish 
goals out of the sunshine. This act simply provides a governmental entity's attorney an opportunity to 
receive necessary direction and information from the governmental entity. No final decisions on litigation 



matters can be voted on during these private, attorney-client strategy meetings. The decision to settle a 
case, for a certain amount of money, under certain conditions is a decision which must be voted upon in a 
public meeting." 

*** 

"The settlement of a case is exactly that type of final decision contemplated by the drafters of section 
286.011(8) which must be voted upon in the sunshine." Zorc page 903 

The following letter was sent to me by the City's attorney, Suzanne Van Wyk on November 7, 2009. In it 
was the City's rejection of the offer made by SOLV and my clients (which a counter offer is deemed to be 
by virtue of its legal effect) and the submission to my clients of a counter offer, both of which should have 
been voted on in public. 

. 
"Please find attached a scanned copy of the City's counter offer to your client's settlement 
offer of late Thursday. I have also attached a copy of the Settlement offer and Exhibits A 
and B showing the changes. Highlighted text indicates the handwritten language from 
your settlement offer, and strikethrough/underline indicates the City'S changes to the 
proposal. As you know, the City Commission considered the proposal during a shade 
meeting Friday at 3:00. The City discussed and debated the terms for two hours, 
determining that a counter offer was in the best interest of the City as a whole. Ken and I 
have talked on the phone today and I have explained the City's rationale behind some of 
the changes to the proposa\. I understand that we are not in agreement, but we hope that 
you will convey these terms in good faith to your clients to end these matters for the good 
of the City as a whole. 

The City's counter proposal has been approved by SOL V as evidenced by their attorney's 
signature on the document and his written confirmation that his clients will sign on 
Monday, November 9th. The City'S counter offer is good through Tuesday, November 
10 at 4:00 p.m. The City has a shade meeting scheduled for 5:00 Tuesday and stands 
ready to approve the agreement at Tuesday's regular City Commission meeting which 
begins at 6:30, ifthe Plaintiffs have signed." 

On November 1 0, my clients and SOL V accepted substantially all of the terms of the City'S counter offer, 
including their agreement to pay for part of the costs related to the committee's functions which the 
Commission required in its counter offer. On November 10, the City had scheduled both a shade meeting 
and had put on the public agenda the vote on whether to accept the agreement at its regular public meeting. 
After the shade meeting, the city's attorneys advised my clients: • 

The City Commission has closed its shade meeting and is removing the settlement as an 
action item for tonight's public meeting, although public comment will be taken. The 
City has tentatively scheduled another shade meeting for Monday, November 16 at 4:00 
p.m. 

On November 16, after another shade meeting, the Commission again rejected the November 10 offer from 
my clients and SOL V as evidenced by the following email received from the City'S attorneys. 

"The Commission has not accepted the counter-proposal from your clients' dated 11-10-
09. The City'S final proposal will be delivered to you tomorrow for consideration by your 
client." 

On November 17, after discussing the settlement agreement in a shade meeting, the Commission took 
action again by submitting a counter offer in which it stated that the offer was "approved by the City": 

"Here is the settlement proposal approved by the City last night. The Committee 
proposal addresses both the City's need to appoint all members, the Plaintiffs need to have 



input into appointees, and allows for non-resident members by removing the Committee 
from the code. This settlement proposal expires 12:00 p.m. Friday, November 20,2009. 
This is the City's last settlement proposal and they plan to go forward with litigation if this 
is unsatisfactory to your client." 

The Commissioners' rejections of the offers and the proposal of counter offers were all done in shade 
meetings out of the public view and, in contravention, we believe, of the Sunshine Law. The litigation that 
was the subject of the settlement agreements has cost the City hundreds of thousands of dollars, and the 
City has even discussed taxing the residents to pay for continued legal fees. The decision whether to accept 
any of the settlement offers or to make counter offers should have been done in public so that the residents 
could comment on and be part of the decision making process. The Commissioners should voted in public 
on these settlement agreements so that they could each be held accountable for their decision to reject the 
settlement offers submitted by both of the other parties to the litigation. That is the purpose of the Sunshine 
Law, to provide the public the right to have input on decisions related to the City's future and to hear their 
elected representatives discuss the matter and then vote on it in public. 

My clients are now requesting that transcripts of all shade meetings (required by with FS §286.0 I 1 (8)(c» at 
which a signed offer was considered or a counter offer was proposed be disclosed to the public. The 
residents are entitled to know how and why their elected representatives rejected the offers which the other 
parties to the litigation submitted to their Commissioners. The basic tenet of the Sunshine Law is to provide 
voters with an absolute right to have their ejected representatives make decisions in the public and in the 
sunshine. In this case that right was ignored. 

Please advise no later than November 30, 2009 whether the City will provide the transcripts. 


